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Dramatis Personae

john

The would-be creator. A Grandfather who eats and fears in-between fits of gas
problems and a constant itch on his neck.

ames

The dreamer. The Grandchild who has a dream.

ur

The waiter. Brings food. Performs acts to relieve John’s pains.



AMES, JOHN and UR: Full front and at the same time:

ames

Sharing!

john

Stealing!

ur

Secrets!

Pause. Pause. Pause. JOHN sits. AMES stands. UR goes to a back
corner. JOHN pretends to eat an imaginary leg of meat.

ames

Grandfather, I had a dream last night about your book room and a dog and I’d like
to share it –

john

Can’t you see I’m in the middle of my meal!?

JOHN brandishes his imaginary leg. AMES turns away.

ames

You never let me into the room, Grandfather. I’m older now. You’ll die someday. I
want to learn to read like you.

AMES looks at JOHN:

john

More food!

ur

Yes, sir!
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UR takes the imaginary leg bone and replaces it with an imaginary leg full
of meat. JOHN goes back to eating. UR returns to a corner.

ames

Then let me tell you this, Grandfather. In my dream the dog and I destroyed every
single one of your precious books – ripped them all to shreds.

JOHN stops eating and presses his hand to his chest in pain. UR hits his
chest once, hard, and returns to his corner.

john

I told you to stay away from my books! And you know how I feel about mangy mutts,
so let me just say that I am very disappointed in –

ames

So you’ll listen? To my story, my dream, you’ll listen then?

JOHN throws leg behind him. UR catches it. UR brings JOHN an imagi-
nary goblet. They all rise, full front and in unison:

ames

Sharing!

john

Stealing!

ur

Secrets!

JOHN sits and drinks. UR returns to his corner. AMES stares at UR.

ames

I awoke to the sound of barking. The dog led me to your book room. It turned out
that the dog could read. This was fortuitous because the dog taught me to read as
well. I loved – loved! – the stories in your bookroom, Grandfather. Magical places,
fantastical –
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john

Get on with it, illiterate disgrace, I’m getting hungry.

Ames looks at UR. UR nods at AMES.

ames

There was a secret wall, the dog found it, behind which was a large machine and
blank pieces of paper stacked in a huge pile. The dog and I –

JOHN stops AMES with a single raised finger.

john

Ur!?

ur

Not a single word, sir.

UR raises a hand, as if in oath.

ames

The dog took the pages, pressed them with the machine, and made more books. I
held the same book, the very same book, in each of my hands at once. It was a
miracle! A miracle! But then the dog folded the pages: across, down, in triangles.
Here...

AMES folds a paper airplane. JOHN looks back at UR with a scowl.

john

Just what does it do, Ames?

ames

Watch.

AMES throws the paper airplane into the audience. The three watch as it
soars. Pause. They stand full front and in unison:
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ames

Sharing!

john

Stealing!

ur

Secrets!

JOHN sits, UR returns to corner, AMES stands. AMES throws another
airplane into the audience. We are re-seeing the event that just took place
moments ago.

ames

Each and every page of each word and every book: soaring through the sky. It was
something to see! So many pages that they nearly blocked out the setting sun before
fading beyond the horizon. And then –

john

And then what? What!? Get on with it! Speak!

AMES drinks from JOHN’s imaginary goblet. JOHN signals UR for an-
other and recieves it.

ames

We waited.

AMES takes another drink.

john

What a worthless story!

ur

Go on! Tell him the best part!

JOHN glares at UR.
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ames

The horizon swelled up. It grew. The earth shook. Before I knew it the dog had
destroyed all of the original books.

AMES drinks. JOHN stands.

john

Destroyed! My books! That mangy –

ames

Every last one, Grandfather.

AMES drinks. JOHN drinks. UR comes forward. Full front and in uni-
son:

ames

Sharing!

john

Stealing!

ur

Secrets!

JOHN takes another drink. UR sits down in JOHN’s chair. AMES full
front.

ames

At first I thought it was dust, but it wasn’t. Then gnats, but it wasn’t. Then
something larger –

john

Locusts! A plague! Didn’t I tell you, Ur? Ha! Ha ha! Ha ha ha!

JOHN does a dance of joy. UR motions for AMES to continue.
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ames

It was people.

JOHN stops dancing. UR stands joyously.

john

People?

ur

People!

JOHN sits down. UR assists him.

ames

As far as the eye could see! All the way to the horizon: people. I couldn’t believe my
eyes. I’d never seen so many people before.

JOHN scratches his head nervously. JOHN begins laughing sinsterly.

john

It was a clever ploy! Ha! The devil is in the details and the details are clear – it was
destruction and anger those people brought, wasn’t it? Pitchforks and torches and
weapons of all kinds, furrowed brows and clenched fists! All of them: men, women
and children ready for a fight the likes of which–

ames

They were dancing, Grandfather! Smiling from ear to ear! They were telling the
stories from your books, singing the songs from your pages, and wearing clothes only
described in your stories till then. Not only that, but –

JOHN silences AMES with a single finger. UR lowers his head. AMES
looks to JOHN. All full front and in unison:

ames

Sharing!
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john

Stealing!

ur

Secrets!

JOHN motions UR to come near him. UR refuses, and moves opposite of
AMES.

ames

Not only had they shared your books, and benefitted greatly from them, Grandfather,
but they’d improved them, combined them, united them, expanded them and learned
from them. And do you know what happened next?

john

Tell me!

JOHN leans toward AMES, then grips him tightly. Momentary tableaux.

ames

Everything you shared, and more... everything came back.

Paper airplanes from every direction fly onto the stage, and continue to
indefinitely. All watch.

john

More?

ur

Your invention was for the good!

UR places hand on JOHN’s shoulder.
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ames

Let’s use it, Grandfather. Let’s share it with the world!

Planes continue to fly. JOHN smiles a big, genuine smile.

john

Let’s go to my book room! Quickly!

ames

Grandfather! Thank you! The world will rejoice over what you’ve done!

AMES kisses JOHN. UR pats JOHN on the back. JOHN begins laughing.
All full front and in unison:

ames

Sharing!

john

Sharing!

ur

Sharing!

The planets align. The stars shine brigher. A universal sigh.

END OF PLAY
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